A D VA N C E D T E C H N O L O G Y

QUIVER
TESTIMONIAL
Arcom’s unbundled Quiver is a very clever device that has a
clear and useful purpose in today’s coaxial cable plant. Simply
put by one of our end users in Comcast , “The Quiver is one
of the [best] ways to immediately improve the customer
experience on a large scale”.
CPD events cripple an entire upstream, usually from 5-40 MHz
and can be difficult at best to isolate with traditional divide
and conquer return noise mitigation techniques. Technicians
reach the breaking point on these events when they get close
to the source yet make it disappear with any little movement
or hands on the cable system. We’ve all “scared away” a CPD
event only to have it reappear later on in the day (and usually
at an inconvenient time).
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OUR TECHNICIANS IN PORTLAND REGION
COMCAST HAVE OBSERVED AND NOTED
THE FOLLOWING:

CPD is the single most service effecting event that can happen in a cable system
A Loss of signal is relatively easy to find the cause. E.g.; a blown fuse or broken cable CPD can originate anywhere in the node footprint and dissipates very easily
The symptoms of CPD render every DOCSIS device in that node and/or service group
useless
Modems claim to be online in our tools but will not connect to the network – driving
service calls
By using conventional trouble shooting (i.e.; locally in the return using our sweep meter
as Flux tools do not help to find this event) we have to stop at every splitter and amp to
track it. Even if it is in manholes or in the easement.
The Quiver allows us to track it even if it has dissipated. It uses “cable radar” to give us a
distance allowing us to skip many stops and know for sure if we got it.
The Quiver is simple to use (with some practice). It saves time and resources.
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FROM OUR FIELD TECHNICIANS IN WEST PORTLAND,
I have had great success using the Quiver many times now over the past year.
Whether it’s a one-time outage or an annoying repeat offender, the results are
undeniable. In the manholes or the easement especially, every stop we make puts
us in harm’s way. Either closing the middle lane of a busy street to get into a hole or
climbing a pole in some one backyard, now we have a tool that can help you skip
many of those stops along the way.
In Oregon City, we had a reoccurring CPD event that we couldn’t find for at least 6
months. It was very intermittent and would disappear every time we tied to find it.
Our customers in the area were so fed up
with our service that many of them planned
to leave us. We tried to use Scout Flux to
maybe get lucky, but it simply isn’t designed
to find this type of event. The next time it
happened I drove back to the shop to get
the Quiver and got a trace that told us our
CPD event was 6049ft away. (See image
below) With some quick math and a map,
we determined the event could only be
coming from one area. We drove right to it and found an issue with a connector
with in 30ft of the original trace.
Since then we have had several more Quiver “victories” and we no longer have
reoccurring CPD events. The most frustrating thing is not having it when we need it.
This is something that needs to be on every maintenance truck in the future.
Micah B.
West Portland Comcast
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